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Web Page Classiﬁcation
B. Choi and Z. Yao
Computer Science, College of Engineering and Science, Louisiana Tech University,
Ruston, LA 71272, USA
pro@BenChoi.org, zya001@latech.edu

Abstract. This chapter describes systems that automatically classify web pages
into meaningful categories. It ﬁrst deﬁnes two types of web page classiﬁcation: subject based and genre based classiﬁcations. It then describes the state of the art
techniques and subsystems used to build automatic web page classiﬁcation systems,
including web page representations, dimensionality reductions, web page classiﬁers,
and evaluation of web page classiﬁers. Such systems are essential tools for Web
Mining and for the future of Semantic Web.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Over the past decade we have witnessed an explosive growth on the Internet,
with millions of web pages on every topic easily accessible through the Web.
The Internet is a powerful medium for communication between computers
and for accessing online documents all over the world but it is not a tool
for locating or organizing the mass of information. Tools like search engines
assist users in locating information on the Internet. They perform excellently
in locating but provide limited ability in organizing the web pages. Internet
users are now confronted with thousands of web pages returned by a search
engine using simple keyword search. Searching through those web pages is
in itself becoming impossible for users. Thus it has been of more interest in
tools that can help make a relevant and quick selection of information that
we are seeking. This chapter presents one of the most promising approaches:
web page classiﬁcation, which can eﬃciently support diversiﬁed applications,
such as Web Mining, automatic web page categorization [17], information
ﬁltering, search engine, and user proﬁle mining. It describes the state of the
art techniques and subsystems used to build automatic web page classiﬁcation
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systems. It starts with a deﬁnition of web page classiﬁcation and a description
of two types of classiﬁcations.
1.2 A Deﬁnition of Web Page Classiﬁcation
Web page classiﬁcation, also known as web page categorization, may be deﬁned as the task of determining whether a web page belongs to a category or
categories. Formally, let C = {c1 , . . . , cK } be a set of predeﬁned categories,
D = {d1 , . . . , dN } be a set of web pages to be classiﬁed, and A = D × C be a
decision matrix:
Web
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aNK

where, each entry aij (1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ K) represents whether web page
di belongs to category cj or not. Each aij ∈ {0, 1} where 1 indicates web page
di belongs to category cj , and 0 for not belonging. A web page can belong to
more than one category. The task of web page classiﬁcation is to approximate
the unknown assignment function f : D × C → {0, 1} by means of a learned
function f  : D × C → {0, 1}, called a classiﬁer, a model, or a hypothesis, such
that f  coincides to f as much as possible [98].
The function f  is usually obtained by machine learning over a set of training examples of web pages. Each training example is tagged with a category
label. The function f  is induced during the training phase and is then used
during the classiﬁcation phase to assign web pages to categories.
Throughout this chapter, we use “document” to denote a text document
including web pages, and use “HTML page”, “web document”, or “web page”
to indicate a web page. We also emphasize the characteristics of web page
classiﬁcation that are diﬀerent from traditional text classiﬁcation.
1.3 Two Basic Approaches
Web page classiﬁcation is in the area of machine learning, where learning is
over web pages. Using machine learning techniques on text databases is referred to as text learning, which has been well studied during the last two
decades [71]. Machine learning on web pages is similar to text learning since
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web pages can be treated as text documents. Nevertheless, it is clear in advance that learning over web pages has new characteristics. First, web pages
are semi-structured text documents that are usually written in HTML. Secondly, web pages are connected to each other forming direct graphs via hyperlinks. Thirdly, web pages are often short and by using only text in those
web pages may be insuﬃcient to analyze them. Finally, the sources of web
pages are numerous, nonhomogeneous, distributed, and dynamically changing. In order to classify such large and heterogeneous web domain, we present
in this chapter two basic classiﬁcation approaches: subject-based classiﬁcation
and genrebased classiﬁcation.
In subject-based classiﬁcation (also called topic-based classiﬁcation), web
pages are classiﬁed based on their contents or subjects. This approach deﬁnes numerous topic categories. Some examples of categories, under the
“Science” domain used in Yahoo.com, are “Agriculture”, “Astronomy”, “Biology”, “Chemistry”, “Cognitive Science”, “Complex Systems”, and “Computer
Science”. The subject-based classiﬁcation can be applied to build topic hierarchies of web pages, and subsequently to perform contextbased searches for
web pages relating to speciﬁc subjects.
In genre-based classiﬁcation (also called style-based classiﬁcation), web
pages are classiﬁed depending on functional or genre related factors. In a
broad sense, the word “genre” is used here merely as a literary substitute for
“a kind of text”. Some examples of web page genres are “product catalogue”,
“online shopping”, “advertisement”, “call for paper”, “frequently asked questions”, “home page”, and “bulletin board”. This approach can help users ﬁnd
immediate interests. Although text genre has been studied for a long history
in linguistic literature, automatically text genre classiﬁcation does not share
much literature and fewer sophisticated research work has been done on web
page genre classiﬁcation. One important reason is that, up to recently, the digitized collections have been for the most part generically homogeneous, such
as collections of scientiﬁc abstracts and newspaper articles. Thus the problem
of genre identiﬁcation could be set aside [52]. This problem does not become
salient until we are confronted with heterogeneous domain like the Web. In
fact, the Web is so diverse that no topic taxonomy can hope to capture all
topics in suﬃciently detail. It is worth noticing that the genre-based approach
is not to reduce the importance of the subject-based approach, but rather to
add another dimension to web page classiﬁcation as a whole.
1.4 Overview of this Chapter
This chapter addresses three main topics of web page classiﬁcation: web
page representations, dimensionality reductions, and web page classiﬁers. It
then concludes with an evaluation of classiﬁcation methods and a summary.
Section 2 describes how to encode or represent web pages for facilitating machine learning and classiﬁcation processes. Web pages are usually represented
by multi-dimensional vectors [93], each dimension of which encodes a feature
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of the web pages. If all features of web pages are used in the representations,
the number of dimensions of the vectors will usually be very high (hundreds of
thousands). To reduce both time and space for computation, various methods
are introduced to reduce the dimensionality as described in Sect. 3. Machine
learning methods for classifying web pages are then applied to induce the
classiﬁcation function f  as deﬁned in Sect. 1.2 or to induce representations
for categories from the representations of training web pages. Section 4 describes various classiﬁers that have been proven eﬃcient for web page classiﬁcation. When a web page needed to be classiﬁed, the classiﬁers use the learned
function to assign the web page to categories. Some classiﬁers compare the
similarity of the representation of the web page to the representations of the
categories. The category having the highest similarity is usually considered as
the most appropriate category for assigning the web page. Section 5 discusses
how to evaluate web page classiﬁcation methods and provides experimental
results for comparing various classiﬁers. Finally, Sect. 6 provides a summary
of this chapter.

2 Web Page Representations
The ﬁrst step in web page classiﬁcation is to transform a web page, which
typically composes of strings of characters, hyperlinks, images, and HTML
tags, into a feature vector. This procedure is used to remove less important
information and to extract salient features from the web pages. Apparently,
the subject-based classiﬁcation prefers features representing contents or subjects of web pages and these features may not represent genres of the web
pages. Here we present diﬀerent web page representations for the two basic
classiﬁcation approaches.
2.1 Representations for Subject Based Classiﬁcation
Most work for subject-based classiﬁcations believes the text source (e.g. words,
phases, and sentences) represents the content of a web page. In order to retrieve important textual features, web pages are ﬁrst preprocessed to discard
the less important data. The preprocessing consists of the following steps:
• Removing HTML tags: HTML tags indicate the formats of web pages.
For instance, the content within <title> and </title> pair is the title of a
web page; the content enclosed by <table> and </table> pair is a table.
These HTML tags may indicate the importance of their enclosed content
and they can thus help weight their enclosed content. The tags themselves
are removed after weighting their enclosed content.
• Removing stop words: stop words are frequent words that carry little
information, such as prepositions, pronouns, and conjunctions. They are
removed by comparing the input text with a “stop list” of words.
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• Removing rare words: low frequency words are also removed based on
Luhn’s idea that rare words do not contribute signiﬁcantly to the content
of a text [64]. This is to be done by removing words whose number of
occurrences in the text are less than a predeﬁned threshold.
• Performing word stemming: this is done by grouping words that have
the same stem or root, such as computer, compute, and computing. The
Porter stemmer is a well-known algorithm for performing this task.
After the preprocessing, we select features to represent each web page.
Before going into details of web page representations, we standardize to use M
to denote the dimension of a vector (or the number of features in the training
corpus), N for the total number of web pages in the training collection, i for
the ith vector, and j for the jth feature of a vector.
Bag-of-terms Representation
In the simplest way, a web page is represented by a vector of M weighted index
words (see Fig. 1). This is often referred to as bag-of-words representation. The
basic hypothesis behind the bag-of-words representation is that each word in
a document indicates a certain concept in the document. Formally, a web page
is represented by a vector di with words t1 , t2 , . . . , tM as the features, each of
which associates with a weight wij . That is,
di = (wi1 , wi2 , wi3 , . . . , wiM )

(1)

where M is the number of indexing words and wij (1 ≤ j ≤ M ) is the
importance (or weight) of word tj in the web page di .
Since a phrase usually contain more information than a single word, the
bag-of-words representation can be enriched by adding new features generated

Plantation Country
Plantation homes are to Louisiana what
the crown jewels are to England – each is a
sparkling gem.
Some folks believe that if you’ve
seen one old house, you’ve seen them all.
To them, we ask, “Have you ever been to
Louisiana?” Austere portraits of the original owners of the house hung above the
fireplace or the piano. Perhaps more interesting are the tales your tour guides will
weave of star-crossed lovers, Confederate
spies, yellow fever victims, mad spinsters,
and the occasional playful ghost.

2
0
0
2
1
0
1
1
.
.
.
0
0
1
1
0

plantation
engine
Alabama
Louisiana
house
car
portrait
fireplace

Lincoln
computer
guide
spies
software

Fig. 1. Representing a web page in a vector space model. Each web page is converted
into a vector of words in this case
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from word sequences, also known as n-grams. For example, [71] generated
features that compose up to ﬁve words (5-grams). By using n-grams we can
capture some characteristic word combinations. Here we refer to the enriched
bag-of-words representation as bag-of-terms, where a term can be a single
word or any n-gram. The process of feature generation is performed in passes
over documents, where i-grams are generated in the ith pass only from the
features of length i − 1 generated in the previous pass [71]. Hereafter, we use
“word” to denote a single word and use “term” to name an n-gram. Experiments showed that terms up to 3-grams are suﬃcient in most classiﬁcation
systems.
Deciding the weights of terms in a web page is a term-weighting problem.
The simplest way to deﬁne the weight wj of term tj in a web page is to
consider the binary occurrence as following:

1, if term tj is in the web page
(2)
wj =
0, otherwise
Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency
One of the most successful term weighting methods is TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) [94, 95], which is obtained by the product of the local term importance (T F ) and the global term importance (IDF ):
wij = T F (tj , di ) · IDF (tj )

(3)

where term frequency T F (tj , di ) is the number of times term tj occurs in document di , and document frequency DF (tj ) in (4) is the number of documents
in which term tj occurs at least once.
DF (tj ) =

N 

1,
i=1

0,

if di contains tj
otherwise

(4)

The inverse document frequency IDF (tj ) can be calculated from the document frequency DF (tj ):


N
IDF (tj ) = log
(5)
DF (tj )
where N is the total number of documents. Intuitively, the inverse document
frequency of a term is low if it occurs in many documents and is the highest
if the term occurs in only one document. Many experiments have supported
the discriminant characteristic of the inverse document frequency [48]. TFIDF
term weighting expresses that a term is an important feature for a document
if it occurs frequently in the document, i.e. the term frequency is high. On the
other hand, a term becomes an unimportant feature for the document if the
term occurs in many documents, i.e. the inverse document frequency is low
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[45]. Furthermore, the weight wij of term tj in document di can be normalized
by document length, e.g. Euclidian vector length (L2 -norm) of the document:
wij =

T F (tj , di )IDF (tj )
M
2
j=1 (T F (tj , di )IDF (tj ))

(6)

where M is the number of features (unique terms) in all training web pages.
The normalization by document length can be considered as a part of term
weighting.
Reference [45] proposed a modiﬁed version of the inverse document frequency. He modiﬁed the inverse document frequency as following:
DF  (tj ) =

N

T F (tj , di )
i=1



IDF (tj ) = sqrt



|di |
N
DF  (tj )

(7)

(8)

where the document length |di | is the number of words in document di , and
N is the total number of web pages in the training collection. As we can
see, Joachims deﬁned DF  (tj ), document frequency of term tj , as the sum
of relative frequencies of term tj in each web page. He argued that IDF  (tj )
can make use of the frequency information instead of just considering binary
occurrence information of DF (tj ) (4). It can be noticed that the interpretations of DF (tj ) and DF  (tj ) are similar. The more often a term tj occurs
throughout the corpus, the higher DF (tj ) and DF  (tj ) will be. A diﬀerence
is that the square root is used instead of the logarithm to dampen the eﬀect
of document frequency. Joachims then used |di | for normalization instead of
using Euclidian length, i.e.
wij =

T F (tj , di ) · IDF  (tj )
|di |

(9)

The modiﬁed TFIDF term-weighting scheme applied in a probabilistic
variant of Rocchio classiﬁer showed performance improvement of up to 40%
reduction of error rate in comparing to Rocchio classiﬁer [45].
Balanced Term-weighting
The balanced term-weighting scheme [49] is optimized for similarity computation between documents, since similarity computation is often required in
classiﬁcation tasks. While the TFIDF term-weighting scheme only considers
the terms that occur in documents, the basic premise under the balanced termweighting scheme is that similarity between two documents is maximized if
there are high number of matches not only in occurrence of terms but also in
absence of terms. The main procedure of this scheme consists of the following
four phases [49]:
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1. Local term-weighting phase: assigns term frequency to the present terms,
and assigns negative weights −1 for the absent terms. Use one vector to
represent the positive weights, and another vector to represent the negative
weights;
2. Global term-weighting phase: applies inverse document frequency for the
positive and the negative weights;
3. Normalization phase: normalizes the positive weight vector and the negative weight vector independently by L2 -norm (Euclidean distance);
4. Merging phase: merges the positive and the negative weights into one
vector.
By assigning negative weights to absence terms, the balanced termweighting scheme resolves the masking-by-zero problem in the dot product operation
for calculating the similarity (or distance) of two vectors. Thus the similarity
of two documents is increased if high number of same terms are absent in both
documents. Experiments illustrated that the balanced term-weighting scheme
achieved higher average precisions than other term-weighting schemes [49].
Web Structure Representation
The bag-of-terms web page representation does not exploit the structural
information on the Web. There are at least two diﬀerent kinds of structural
information on the Web that could be used to enhance the performance of
classiﬁcation:
• The structure of an HTML representation which allows to easily identify
important parts of a web page, such as its title and headings;
• The structure of the Web, where web pages are linked to each other via
hyperlinks.
In this section, we will exploit diﬀerent web page representation methods
that are unique for the Web domain.
HTML Structure
For improving web page representation, exploiting HTML structure will help
us identify where the more representative terms can be found. For example,
we can consider that a term enclosed within the <title> and </title> tags
is generally more representative for the topic of a web page than a term
enclosed within the <body> and </body> tags. For instance, several sources
(elements) for web page representation are:
•
•
•
•

BODY, the body part of a web page;
TITLE, the title of a web page;
H1∼H6, section headings;
EM, emphasized content;
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• URL, hyperlinks that may contain descriptor for the linked web pages. If
keywords can be extracted from an URL, these keywords are relatively
important;
• META, the meta-description of a web page. It is invisible to users of web
browsing, but it may provide description, keywords, and date for a web
page.
A Structure-oriented Weighting Technique (SWT) [89] can be used to
weight the important features in web pages. The idea of SWT is to assign
greater weights to terms that belong to the elements that are more suitable
for representing web pages (such as terms enclosed in TITLE tags). SWT is
deﬁned by the function [89]:

(w(ek ) · T F (tj , ek , di ))
(10)
SWTw (tj , di ) =
ek

where ek is an HTML element, w(ek ) denotes the weight assigned to the
element ek , and T F (ti , ek , dj ) denotes the number of times term ti is present
in the element ek of HTML page dj . Reference [89] deﬁned the function w(e)
as:

α, if e is META or TITLE
W (e) =
(11)
1, otherwise
where, α = 2, α = 3, α = 4, and α = 6 were tested and compared with
standard T F (ti , di ). The experimental results showed that using SWT can
improve classiﬁcation accuracy.
A more sophisticated SWT was employed by [82]. They not only utilized
the HTML elements but also the important sentences in a web page. The
important sentences are identiﬁed by using Paice’s scheme [81], such as,
• Sentences with most frequently used words;
• Sentences with words that occur within title or section headings;
• Sentences using cue words, such as “greatest” and “signiﬁcant”, or cue
phrases, such as “the main aim of”, “the paper describes” and “the purpose
of”;
• Sentences in the beginning or last part of the document; and
• Sentences at the beginning of each paragraph.
Reference [82] deﬁned w(e) function as shown in Table 1 and applied the
function in (10) to weight the terms. Obviously, their local term-weighting
scheme is more mature than the simple T F (ti , di ) method. It is then applied
together with global term-weight, the inverse document frequency, and normalization factor to weight the terms.
Hyper-textual Nature of Web Pages
Unlike the typical text database, web pages maybe contain no obvious textually clues as to their subjects. For example, the home page of Microsoft.com
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Table 1. Weights assigned to diﬀerent elements in a web page
w(e)

e (diﬀerent elements)

2
3
4
2
2
3
4
4
1

First or last paragraph
The important sentences identiﬁed by cue words/phrases
<Title>
<H1>
<EM>
<Strong>
<Meta Name = “keywords” or “descriptions”>
URL
Otherwise

does not explicitly mention the fact that Microsoft sells operating systems.
Some web pages are very short providing few text information and some are
non-text based, such as image, video, sound, or ﬂash format. In addition to
analyzing a web page itself, a feasible way to represent a web page is to use hyperlinks that link to other related web pages. The basic assumption made by
link analysis is that a link is often created because of a subjective connection
between the original web page and the linked web page.
Hyperlinks of web pages can be analyzed to extract additional information about the web pages. A hyperlink in web page A that points to or cite
web page B is called an in-link (incoming link) of web page B; meanwhile,
this hyperlink is also an out-link (outgoing link) of web page A. A hyperlink is associated with “anchortext” describing the link. For instance, a web
page creator may create a link pointing to Google.com, and deﬁne the associated anchortext to be “My favorite search engine”. Anchortext, since it is
chosen by people who are interested in the cited web page, may better summarize the topic of the cited web page, such as the example from Yahoo.com
(Fig. 2).
By making use of the information provided by hyperlinks, a target web
page can be represented by not only its full text, but all terms in the web
pages linking the target page (including in-links and out-links). However, the

<A HREF="http://www.fisita.com/">International Federation of Automotive Engineering Societies (FISITA)</A> -a global forum for transport
engineers promoting advances in automotive engineering technology and
working to create efficient, affordable, safe, and sustainable transportation
worldwide.
Fig. 2. An example of hyperlink in web pages from Yahoo.com. The words between
<A HREF = . . .> and </A> are anchortext. The anchortext and the text nearby
summarize the content of the cited web page
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naı̈ve combination of the local full text and the text in the linked web pages
does not help the classiﬁcation. Experiments conducted by [16] over the web
pages of IBM patents and Yahoo corpus showed that the combined features
increased the error rate of their system by 6% over the full text in the target
page alone. Reference [77] also showed similar results that the performance
of their classiﬁer decreased by 24% when adding words in the linked web
pages into the target web page in a collection of online encyclopedia articles.
Hyperlinks clearly contain high quality semantic clues, but they are noisy.
One reason is that those linked web pages go to a diverse set of topics and
worse scenarios could be seen on the Web with completely unrelated topics.
Instead of adding all terms in the linked web pages into the target web
page, a more appropriate way for web page representation is to retrieve only
anchortext and text nearby anchortext in its in-linked web pages (the web
pages pointing to the target page). This relaxes the relationship between the
in-linked web pages and the target web page. For instance, some of the inlinked web pages may have diﬀerent topics, but the anchortext in the in-linked
web pages describes the hyperlinks and therefore the anchortext should help
represent the target web page. Nevertheless, using anchortext alone to represent the target page is less powerful than using the full text in the target page
[11, 39]. In many cases, the text nearby the anchortext is more discriminant.
We can retrieve terms from the anchortext, headings preceding the anchortext, and paragraphs where the anchortext occurs in the in-linked web pages
to represent a target page, instead of the local full text. This representation
method has been shown to improve the accuracy by 20% compared to the
performance of the same system when using full text in the target web page
[36]. To make it simple, a window can be used to deﬁne the neighborhood of
the anchortext, e.g., up to 25 words before and after the anchortext. We deﬁne
the anchortext and its neighborhood as the extended anchortext [11, 39]. It
has been reported that the best web page representation is the combination
of the full text in a web page and the extended anchortext in its in-linked web
pages, compared to the full text, anchortext, or extended anchortext alone
[11, 39].
Whereas the work cited in this subsection provides insights in exploiting
information in hyperlinks for web page classiﬁcation, many questions still remain unanswered. For example, even though most classiﬁcation tasks over the
WebKB university corpus (see Sect. 5.2) reported good performance results,
it is not clear whether the performances will increase over a more diverse web
page corpus. Reference [114] showed that drawing general conclusions for using hyperlinks in web page classiﬁcation without examinations over multiple
datasets can be seriously misleading.
Link Based Representation
We believe that although hyperlinks are noisy, there are still some linked web
pages that show the subjective connections with a target web page. Some
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linked web pages may share the same topic or subject as the target web page.
Based on this assumption, the link based representation of web pages utilizes
the neighborhood of a web page (created by its in-links and out-links) where
some neighbors share a same topic. This representation method, making use
of topics, diﬀers from the methods in the above subsection where they make
use of the text (e.g. anchortext) in the linked web pages.
For link based representation, the topics or class labels of the neighbors of
a web page are used to represent the web page. Among all its neighbors, we
should choose some of the neighbors who have the same topic as the target web
page. One solution is to compute the probability of class i of some neighbors
given all neighbors, P r(ci |Ni ), where ci is the class i to which some neighbors
belonged, and Ni represents the group of all the known class labels of the
neighbors [16]. Ni includes the in-links Ii and the out-links Oi , Ni = {Ii , Oi }.
The P r(ci |Ni ) can be computed according to Bayes theorem as following:
P r(ci |Ni ) =

P r(Ni |ci ) · P r(ci )
P r(Ni )

(12)

where P r(Ni ) is no diﬀerence among classes of neighbors and thus can be
removed, and P r(ci ) is the proportion of training examples that belongs to
the class ci . We assume all classes in Ni are independent, so that
P r(Ni |ci ) =

δj ∈Ii

P r(cj |ci ) ·

δk ∈Oi

P r(ck |ci )

(13)

where δj is the neighbor in the in-links belonging to class cj , and δk is the
neighbor in the out-links belonging to class ck [16]. The class which maximizes the P r(ci |Ni ) is selected as the class of the target web page. In order
to get class labels for all neighbors, the neighbors should ﬁrst be classiﬁed by
employing a text based classiﬁer. This procedure can be performed iteratively
to assign the class labels to web pages and ﬁnally converge to a locally consistent assignment. This method signiﬁcantly boosts classiﬁcation accuracy by
reducing error up to 70% from text based classiﬁers [16].
A similar approach using the neighborhood around a web page is to weight
the categories (or classes) of its neighbors by the similarity between the categories of the neighbors and the category of the target web page [18]. The
target web page and all its neighbors are ﬁrst classiﬁed by a text based classiﬁer. Then the similarities between the category of the target page and the
categories of the neighbors are computed to weight each category of the neighbors. Some neighbors belonging to a same category are grouped. If the sum of
similarities for a group exceeds a predeﬁned threshold, the target web page is
assigned to the category that the group belongs. This approach increases the
accuracy by 35% over a local text based classiﬁer when it was tested using
Yahoo directory [18].
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Word Sense Representation
The problem with the bag-of-words or bag-of-terms representation is that
using word occurrence omits the fact that a word may have diﬀerent word
senses (or meanings) in diﬀerent web pages or in the same web page. For
instance, the word “bank” may have at least two diﬀerent senses, as in the
“Bank” of America or the “bank” of Mississippi river. However using a bag-ofwords representation, these two “bank” are treated as a same feature. Rather
than using a bag-of-words, using word senses to represent a web page can
improve web page classiﬁcation.
By using word senses to be features of a web page vector, a web page di
is represented as:
(14)
di = (wi1 , wi2 , wi3 , . . . , wiM )
where wij is the weight of word sense sj (1 ≤ j ≤ M ) in web page di .
Although this representation has the same format as (1), which is a vector
for bag-of-words representation, the indexed features in (14) are word senses
rather than words (character patterns) in (1).
Using word senses to be features of a web page, and further be features
of each class, is more accurate than using words as features. However the
problem is how to ﬁnd the correct word sense that each word refers. This is
also called word sense disambiguation (WSD). Although solutions to WSD are
provided in literature [57, 68], semantic analysis has proved to be expensive
to be implemented. No work in the literature of classiﬁcation domain has used
this method although initial attempt has been conducted by [19]. To reduce
the complexity of semantic analysis, they use a thesaurus to relate a word to
its synonyms. This approach does not address WSD; instead it expands word
senses to groups of words having similar meanings. It extends the concept of
term frequency (T F ) to account for word senses. To determine T F of a word,
the number of occurrences of its synonyms is also taken into account.
Employing word sense representation is still an open issue and it is not
clear whether it will be found more successfully than the statistical approach,
e.g. bag-of-terms representation which has been examined to be moderately
successful.
2.2 Representations for Genre Based Classiﬁcation
Web page representations for genre based classiﬁcation is quite diﬀerent from
representations for subject based classiﬁcation in that features representing
the genre of a web page are diﬀerent from features representing the subject
of a web page. In order to retrieve important features representing the genre
of a web page, here we ﬁrst discuss genres of web pages.
Genre Taxonomy
Genre is necessarily a heterogeneous classiﬁcation principle. While the concept of genre has a long tradition in rhetorical and literary analysis (Bakhtin
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Table 2. Current contents in genre taxonomy

Sources

Genres

Widely recognized
genres [117]

Business letter, memo, expense form, report, dialogue,
proposal, announcement, thank you note, greeting card,
face-to-face meeting system, frequently-asked-questions
(FAQ), personal homepage, organizational homepage,
bulletin board, hot-list, and intranet homepage
Oﬃcial announcement, trip report, publication notice,
release note, reference, lost and found system, team
announcement, traditional memo, electronic memo,
dialogue, solicitation, and team report
Welcome page, login page, introduction (user guide,
reference), contents page, guide tour, search (search
request, result), process knowledge viewer (process
compass, process viewer, description, attributes list,
tradeoﬀ table, mail), discussion, and options
Organizational pages (table of contents, site content
pages, index pages), documentation (how-to pages,
FAQ pages, descriptions of services or products), Text
(article, scholarly paper, contract, bibliography, resume,
biography, list, copyright), Homepage (organization
homepage, personal homepages), Multimedia
(non-textual documents), Tools (search tools, order
forms, email or comment forms), and Database entry

Acorn Project
(Yates et al.
1999)
Online Process
Handbook [65]

Web Page Types
(Haas and
Grams 1998)

1986), a number of researches in cultural, rhetorical, and design studies, have
recently begun using it to refer to a typiﬁed social action [6, 13, 69]. Reference
[78] deﬁned genre as “a distinctive type of communicative action, characterized by a socially recognized communicative purpose and common aspects of
form”, taking into account three main aspects of genre: content, form, and
purpose. Reference [117] analyzed genres in terms of a number of dimensions
of communications, such as What, When, Where, Why, Who, and How. Genre
can be analyzed in terms of purposes, contents, participants, timings, places,
forms, structural devices, and linguistic elements. How to deﬁne each genre
of communicative actions is beyond the scope of this chapter. Here we show
some genre taxonomy in Table 2, which may help us understand genre based
web page classiﬁcation.
As we can see from Table 2, genre is a subtle and diﬃcult to deﬁne notion.
One challenge is that it is diﬃcult to know whether we have considered all
possible purposes and forms. Without a strong foundational theory of genre
to guide us, it is also problematic to construct a classiﬁcation structure that
will accommodate all genres.
The problem that we can solve now is to focus on some genres in which
we are most interested and to identify salient features discriminating a genre
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from others. Once we have found all features for discriminating genres, we can
represent a web page as a feature vector, as we have done for subject based
classiﬁcation. The features most useful for genre based classiﬁcation can be
broadly divided into two classes: presentation features and lexical features
[4, 15, 27, 35, 50, 52, 56, 88, 101].
Presentation Features
There are many features that reﬂect the way in which a web is presented and
these features are called as presentation features [27]. The presentation features can further be divided into syntactic features, text complexity features,
character-level features, and layout features, as described in the following.
Syntactic Features
Syntactic features are a set of features directly encoding information about
the syntactic structure of the text. Syntactic structure can be expected to be
more revealing of genres than simple words counts, as argued in the work by
[10]. The idea is that particular document genre will favor certain syntactic
constructions. Typical syntactic features are passive count, nominalization
count, and counts of the frequency of various syntactic categories (e.g. part
of speech tags, such as noun, verb, and adjective) [52]. Previous work on
syntactic features was based on automated parsing of the input documents.
However, this is a time consuming and unreliable procedure. Whereas this set
of features was used in some recent work [10, 50], others tried to avoid this
set of features [52, 88].
Text Complexity Features
Text complexity features have been widely used due to their ease of computation and their discriminant ability. These features are based on text statistics,
such as the average word length, the long word count, the average sentence
length, the number of sentences and paragraphs, and the type-token ratio
(the number of diﬀerent words “type” divided by the number of word tokens). Text complexity correlates in certain ways with genre. For instance,
long average word length may indicate documents containing technical terms.
The complexity of certain constructs turns out to be captured quite well by
these simple measures, such as the metrics for transforming all the counts into
natural logarithms used by [52]. In addition to the mean measures, variation
measures (e.g. the standard deviation in sentence length) can also be used
[27, 52]. Furthermore, other derived measures, e.g. readability grade methods,
such as Kincaid, Coleman-Liau, Wheeler-Smith Index, and Flesh Index, may
be used as more condensed features. The readability measures are generated
based on the above mentioned basic measures by using various transformations
to obtain graded representations according to stylistic evaluation parameters.
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Character Level Features
A wealth of genre information can be obtained from speciﬁc character counts,
among which the most prominent features are punctuation marks [27, 88, 101].
For instances, exclamation marks seldom appear in scientiﬁc articles; high
number of question marks may indicate interviews; high sentence lengths
and high counts of commas or semicolon may indicate complicated sentence
structures [88]. Example features include counts of quotation marks, exclamation marks, hyphens, periods, apostrophe, acronyms, slash marks, and various
brackets.
Other speciﬁc characters, such as ﬁnancial symbols, mathematical symbols, and copyright signs, can also be analyzed [88]. These speciﬁc characters
hint special genre categories. For instance, the ﬁnancial symbols, like $ and £,
appear more often in the genre of online shopping, while equations frequently
occur in technical reports.
Layout Features
Layout features are formed from mark-up tags that can be used to extract
information from HTML documents. Mark-up tags provide information, such
as the amount of images presented in a given web page, line spacing, and
number of tables, equations, and links. Furthermore, mark-up tags can be
used to retrieve common layouts for some speciﬁc genres like home pages
and bulletin boards. Previous work exploiting mark-up tags for genre analysis
includes [27, 88], and others.
Lexical Features
Lexical features (or word features) are extracted from analyzing the use of
words. This is further described in terms of stop words and keywords as following.
Stop Words
Contrary to the principle of subject based classiﬁcation, a lot of genre information is conveyed by stop words, such as pronouns or adverbs [4, 88, 101].
A list of stop words is added as features such as I, you, us, mine, yours,
little, large, very, mostly, which, that, and where. The rational behind their
use is that the frequency of such words is presumably not driven by content and hence might be expected to remain invariant for a given genre
over diﬀerent topics. For instance, pronoun frequencies can be used to predict the formality or informality of a document; the word “should ” may appear frequently in editorials; and the word “today” may appear frequently in
news [4].
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Keywords
For some genre analyses, keywords or key phrases may provide additional cues.
For instance, keywords “resume”, “education”, and “experience” are usually
expected to appear in resume genre. Keywords are retrieved in the same way
as the subject based classiﬁcation, and are primarily based on how discriminant the words or phases are among diﬀerent genres. Selecting keywords as
features is employed in recent work of [27, 35, 56].
Focusing on the goal of genre analysis, only a small subset of the available
features may necessarily be selected for web page classiﬁcation. How to select
the features of high discriminant abilities will be addressed in the next section.

3 Dimensionality Reductions
In subject based classiﬁcation, a web page may contain hundreds of unique
terms and the whole collection of web pages may contain a total of hundreds
of thousands of unique terms. If all the unique terms are included as features
for representing web pages, the dimension of the feature vectors may be hundreds of thousands. Similarly, the total number of the presentation features
and lexical features in the genre based classiﬁcation may also be too large
and superﬂuous for the genre classiﬁcation. The high dimensionality of the
feature space could be problematic and expensive for computation [102]. On
the other hand, it is always expected that we can perform classiﬁcation in a
smaller feature space in order to reduce the computational complexity. Thus,
techniques for dimensionality reduction should be employed, whose tasks are
to reduce the dimensionality of feature vectors and also to insure that this
process will not reduce the accuracy of classiﬁcation.
Dimensionality reduction is also beneﬁcial in that it tends to reduce the
problem of over ﬁtting, i.e. the phenomenon by which a classiﬁer is tuned
to the training data, rather than generalized from necessary characteristics
of the training data [97]. Classiﬁers that over ﬁt the training data tend to
be very good at classifying the trained data, but are remarkably worse at
classifying other data [70]. Some experiments suggested that to avoid over
ﬁtting, a number of training examples, roughly proportional to the number
of features, is needed [97]. This means that, after dimensionality reduction is
performed, over ﬁtting may be avoided by using a smaller number of training
examples.
Numerous dimensionality reduction functions, either from information theory or from linear algebra, have been proposed and their relative merits have
been experimentally evaluated. These functions can be divided, based on what
kinds of features are chosen, into feature selection and feature extraction [97],
as described below.
• Dimensionality Reduction by Feature Selection: Feature selection
selects a subset of the original feature space based on some criteria. Two
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broad approaches for feature selection have been presented in the literature:
the wrapper approach and the ﬁlter approach [47]. The wrapper approach
[47, 53] employs a search through the space of feature subsets. It uses an
estimated accuracy for a learning algorithm as the measure of goodness for
a particular feature subset. Thus the feature selection is being “wrapped
around” a learning algorithm. For example, for a neural network algorithm
the wrapper approach selects an initial subset of features and measures the
performance of the network; then it generates an “improved set of features”
and measures the performance of the network. This process is repeated until it reaches a termination condition (either a minimal value of error or a
number of iterations). While some wrapper based methods have encountered some success for classiﬁcation tasks, they are often prohibitively expensive to run and can break down when a very large number of features
are present [54]. For the ﬁlter approach, feature selection is performed as a
preprocessing step before applying machine learning. Thus the method of
feature selection is independent to the learning algorithm. The ﬁlter algorithm does not incur the high computational cost and is commonly used
in classiﬁcation systems even in a very high feature space. Concerning the
advantages of the ﬁlter approach over the wrapper approach and the requirement of feature reduction in a very high feature space, the wrapper
approaches are omitted in this chapter while several ﬁlter approaches are
to be discussed and evaluated in Sect. 3.1.
• Dimensionality Reduction by Feature Extraction: For feature extraction, the resulting features are not necessary a subset of the original
features. They are obtained by combinations or transformations of the original feature space, as discussed in Sect. 3.2.
3.1 Feature Selection
The principle under dimensionality reduction by feature selection is that the
features that are more discriminant for some categories from others should be
selected. The whole process of feature selection is simpliﬁed by the assumption
of feature independence. All the features are independently evaluated based
on some criteria and a score is assigned to each of them. Then a predeﬁned
threshold helps select the best features.
Many criteria have been employed to indicate the discriminant abilities of
features. In a broad view, feature selection criteria can be divided into two
sets: One set considers only the value denoting a feature occurred in an example, such as the feature selection by using Document Frequency, Mutual
Information, Cross Entropy, and Odds Ratio, as described in the following
subsections. The other set considers all possible values of a feature including both the present and the absent cases, such as the feature selection by
using Information Gain and Chi-square Statistic, as described in the subsequent subsections. This section also describes special methods used for feature
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selection in a category hierarchy and concludes with the evaluations of the
various feature selection techniques.
Document Frequency
A simple and surprising eﬀective feature selection criterion is document frequency. Document frequency of a feature is the number of documents (or
web pages) in which the feature occurs. The features whose document frequencies are less than some predetermined threshold are removed. The basic
assumption is that rare features are either not informative for classiﬁcation or
not inﬂuential in performance [113]. An important characteristic of document
frequency is that it does not require class labels of training examples.
This method has a time complexity of O(n) where n is the number of
training examples. Because of its simple computation and good performance,
document frequency has been widely used in dimensionality reduction. Reference [113] has shown that by using document frequency as threshold, it is
possible to reduce about 89% dimensionality of the feature space and results
in either an improvement or no less in classiﬁcation accuracy when tests were
conducted over data from Reuters collection and OHSUMED collection (see
Sect. 5.2). Similar good performance was also seen in [38].
Mutual Information
Mutual information [20, 113] is commonly used for word associations and can
be used here for feature selection. Within a collection of web pages, the mutual information for each feature is computed and the features whose mutual
information is less than some predetermined threshold are removed.
The mutual information between feature f and category (or class) ci is
deﬁned to be
P r(f ∧ ci )
(15)
M I(f, ci ) = log
P r(f )P r(ci )
where P r(f ) is the proportion of examples containing feature f over all training examples, P r(ci ) is the proportion of examples in category ci over all
training examples, and P r(f ∧ ci ) is the joint probability of feature f and
category ci , which is equal to the proportion of examples in which feature f
and category ci both occur [113]. Equation (15) can be transformed to
MI(f, ci ) = log

P r(ci |f )
P r(ci )

or

MI(f, ci ) = log

P r(f |ci )
P r(f )

(16)

where P r(ci |f ) is the conditional probability of category ci given feature f ,
and P r(f |ci ) is the conditional probability of feature f given the category
ci . We can estimate MI(f, ci ) by letting A be the number of times f and ci
co-occur, B be the number of times f occurs without ci , C be the number
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of times ci occurs without f , and N be the total number of examples [113].
Then MI(f, ci ) can be estimated from (15) as:
MI(f, ci ) ≈ log

AN
(A + B)(A + C)

(17)

The average and the maximum of mutual information of feature f are
computed through all categories as:
MIavg (f ) =

K


P r(ci )MI(f, ci )

(18)

MImax (f ) = maxK
i=1 {MI(f, ci )}

(19)

i=1

where K is the total number of categories. The time complexity for computing
mutual information is O(MK), where M the size of feature space and K is
the number of categories [113].
A weakness of mutual information is that favors rare features [113]. From
(16), for features with an equal conditional probability P r(f |ci ), rare features
will have a higher score than common features since rare features have small
values of P r(f ) at the denominator.
Cross Entropy
Cross entropy used in document classiﬁcation [54, 55, 74] employs information
theoretic measures [25] to determine a subset from an original feature space.
It can also be used as a method for feature selection to remove redundant
features. Formally, let µ and σ be two distributions over some probability
space Ω. The cross entropy of µ and σ is deﬁned as [54, 55]:
D(µ, σ) =


x∈Ω

µ(x) · log

µ(x)
σ(x)

(20)

It provides us with a notion of “distance” between µ and σ [54, 55]. We
can transform the above equation to be used for our feature selection as follows. For each feature f and a category set C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cK }, P r(C|f ) is
substituted for µ and P r(C) for σ. Then, the expected cross entropy CE(f )
of feature f is determined as:
CE(f ) = P r(f ) · D(P r(C|f ), P r(C))
K
P r(ci |f )
P r(ci |f ) · log
= P r(f ) ·
i=1
P r(ci )

(21)

where P r(f ) is a normalization component [55, 74]. The features whose CE(f )
are less than a certain predeﬁned threshold are eliminated. The time complexity for computing cross entropy is O(MK), which is same as that for mutual
information. Cross entropy overcomes a weakness of mutual information by
favoring common features instead of rare features.
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Odd Ratio
Odds ratio is commonly used to indicate feature goodness in information
retrieval, where the task is to rank documents according to their relevance
[73, 74, 90, 92]. It is based on the idea that the distribution of features in the
relevant documents is diﬀerent from that in the non-relevant documents. Used
for feature selection, the odds ratio of feature f and category ci captures the
diﬀerence between the distribution of feature f on its positive class ci and the
distribution of feature f on its negative class c̄i . It is deﬁned as:
OR(f, ci ) = log

P r(f |ci )(1 − P r(f |c¯i ))
odds(f |ci )
= log
odds(f |c¯i )
P r(f |c¯i )(1 − P r(f |ci ))

(22)

where P r(f |ci ) is the conditional probability of feature f given category ci ,
and P r(f |c̄i ) is the conditional probability of feature f given categories c¯i
[72, 74]. From the deﬁnition, we can see that OR(f, ci ) will have a high score
if feature f appears frequently in the positive training example set ci and
infrequently in the negative training example set c¯i . The average and the
maximum odds ratio of feature f are computed through all categories:
ORavg (f ) =

K


P r(ci )OR(f, ci )

(23)

ORmax (f ) = maxK
i=1 {OR(f, ci )}

(24)

i=1

The features whose odds ratios are less than a certain predeﬁned threshold
are removed. The time complexity for computing odds ratio is O(MK), where
M is the size of feature space and K is the number of categories.
Information Gain
Information gain is frequently employed as a feature goodness criterion in
machine learning [70]. The information gain of a feature measures the expected
reduction in entropy caused by partitioning the training examples according
to the feature. Entropy characterizes the impurity of an arbitrary collection of
training examples. Information gain is also called expected entropy loss [39].
More precisely, the information gain IG(f ) of a feature f is deﬁned as:
IG(f ) ≡ Entropy(D) −

 Dv
Entropy(Dv )
|D|
¯

(25)

v∈(f,f )

where D is a collection of training examples, and Dv is a subset of D which is
determined by binary feature value v [70]. For instance, Df is a subset of D
in which each example contains feature f , and Df¯ is a subset of D in which
each example does not contain feature f . Entropy (D) is deﬁned as
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Entropy(D) ≡ −

K


P r(ci ) log P r(ci )

(26)

i=1

where K is the total number of classes (or categories) in the collection D,
and P r(ci ) is the proportion of examples in category ci over total training
examples [70]. By substituting (26) into (25), the information gain of feature
f is
IG(f ) = −

K


P r(ci ) log P r(ci )

i=1

+ P r(f )

K


P r(ci |f ) log P r(ci |f )

i=1

+ P r(f¯)

K


P r(ci |f¯) log P r(ci |f¯)

(27)

i=1

which is equivalent to
IG(f ) = P r(f ) ·

K


P r(ci |f ) log

i=1

+ P r(f¯) ·

K


P r(ci |f )
P r(ci )

P r(ci |f¯)
P r(ci |f¯) log
P r(ci )
i=1

(28)

where P r(f ) is the proportion of examples in which feature f is present,
P r(f¯) is the proportion of examples in which feature f is absent, P r(ci |f ) is
the conditional probability of category ci given feature f , and P r(ci |f¯) is the
conditional probability of category ci given feature f is absent.
The information gain of each feature is computed and the features whose
information gain is less than a predetermined threshold are removed. The computation includes the estimation of the conditional probabilities of a category
given a feature and the entropy computations. The probability estimation has
a time complexity of O(N ) where N is the number of training examples. The
entropy computation has a time complexity of O(MK) where M the size of
feature space and K is the number of categories [113].
It is worthy to note the diﬀerence between information gain and cross
entropy. As we can see from (21) and (28), the diﬀerence between the information gain IG(f ) and the cross entropy CE(f ) of feature f is that
the former makes use of the feature presence and the feature absence, i.e.
IG(f ) = CE(f ) + CE(f¯). The similar diﬀerence exists between information
gain and mutual information. From (28), Information Gain of feature f can
be proven equivalent to:
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IG(f ) =



P r(X ∧ Y ) log

X∈{f,f¯} Y ∈{ci }

=

K


P r(f ∧ ci )MI(f, ci ) +

i=1

K
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P r(X ∧ Y )
P r(X)P r(Y )
P r(f¯ ∧ ci )MI(f¯, ci )

(29)

i=1

This shows that information gain is the weighted average of the mutual
information MI(f, c) and MI(f¯, c) (see (15)). Thus information gain is also
called average mutual information [113].
Chi-Square Statistic
The Chi-Square (χ2 ) statistic measures the lack of independence between
feature f and category ci . The feature goodness metric by χ2 statistic is
deﬁned as [38, 113]
χ2 (f, ci ) =

N [P r(f ∧ ci )P r(f¯ ∧ c¯i ) − P r(f ∧ c¯i )P r(f¯ ∧ ci )]2
P r(f )P r(f¯)P r(ci )P r(c¯i )

(30)

where N is the total number of training examples. The features f with the
high values of χ2 (f, ci ) are thus the more dependent (closely related) with
category ci , which are selected for the purpose of feature selection. We can
estimate the value of χ2 (f, ci ) by letting A be the number of times f and ci
co-occur, B be the number of time f occurs without ci , C be the number of
times ci occurs without f , and D be the number of times neither ci nor f
occurs, i.e.
N (AD − BC)2
(31)
χ2 (f, ci ) =
(A + B)(C + D)(A + C)(B + D)
The average and the maximum χ2 statistic values of feature f over all
categories are then computed as following [113]:
χ2avg (f ) =

K


P r(ci )χ2 (f, ci )

(32)

2
χ2max (f ) = maxK
i=1 {χ (f, ci )}

(33)

i=1

The computation of χ2 statistic has a time complexity of O(MK), where
M is the size of feature space and K is the number of categories. The features
with low χ2 statistic values are removed. Using χ2max (f ) for feature selection
outperformed using χ2avg (f ) as reported in [113] and [38].
Rare features are emphasized by χ2 in the form of P r(f ) at the denominator. This is not what we expected based on the fact that rare features are
not inﬂuential in performance as in the case of Document Frequency. To avoid
emphasizing rare features, a simpliﬁed χ2 statistics was proposed in [38]:
χ2 (f, ci ) = P r(f ∧ ci )P r(f¯ ∧ c¯i ) − P r(f ∧ c¯i )P r(f¯ ∧ c)

(34)
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It emphasizes the positive correlation between f and ci (i.e. P r(f ∧ ci )
and P r(f¯ ∧ c¯i )) and de-emphasizes the negative correlation (i.e. P r(f ∧ c¯i )
and P r(f¯ ∧ ci ) ). Reference [38] showed that the simpliﬁed χ2 outperformed
the original χ2 when feature reduction above 95% is required. However, when
below 95% reduction is required, the simpliﬁed version is slight inferior to the
original one.
Feature Selection in a Category Hierarchy
For a large corpus, we may have hundreds of categories and hundreds of thousands of features. Even by applying the above feature selection techniques,
the computational cost for the remaining features may still poses signiﬁcant
limitations. Another approach is to organize categories in a hierarchy (e.g.
Yahoo directory) and to divide the classiﬁcation task into a set of smaller
classiﬁcation tasks, each of which corresponds to some splits in the classiﬁcation hierarchy. The key insight is that within each of the smaller subtasks
and their corresponding smaller subset of feature space, it is possible to use
fewer features to diﬀerentiate among a smaller number of categories [55]. The
approach requires creating a category hierarchy and dividing a classiﬁcation
task into smaller subtasks as described in following.
Creating a Category Hierarchy
The most representative example for web page category hierarchy is provided
by Yahoo.com. The top level of the hierarchy consists of 14 main categories
(see Fig. 3), such as “Business and Economy”, “Computer and Internet”, “Society and Culture”, “Education”, and “Reference”. Each main category contains many sub-categories. For instance, “References” main category contains
129 sub-categories, “Education” contains 349 sub-categories, and “Computer
and Internet” contains 2652 sub-categories. To represent a category, features
are selected from the training web pages taken from the category. To represent the hierarchy, the features in the low level categories are added into the
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Fig. 3. Top two levels of Yahoo directory
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top level categories along the paths in the category tree, which is based on
the fact that the low level categories belong to its more general top level categories. When propagating the features upward from the lowest level categories
among the paths in the category tree to the root, the weights of the features
are reduced and normalized in proportional to the size of its category [73, 82].
Dividing Classiﬁcation Task into Smaller Subtasks
It is important to note that the key here is not only the use of feature selection,
but also the integration of feature selection process within the hierarchical
structure. As we can see from Fig. 3, focusing on a main category at the top
level, we are only interested in those features that can discriminate its main
category from the other 13 main categories. In other words, when selecting
features for one category, we only consider features that are discriminant from
its sibling categories, which share a same parent node. Among a category
and its sibling categories, this smaller feature selection task can be done by
applying any feature selection criterions discussed. For instance, Odds Ratio
was used to select features in a hierarchy in [73]; Cross Entropy was employed
in [55]; and Information Gain was used in [32].
Specially for selecting features among categories, [82] proposed to use a
Uniqueness criterion, which scored feature f in category ci (or node ci ) according to the uniqueness in comparing to its sibling categories:
U (f, Ci ) =

P r(SubTci |T )P r(f |ci )
P r(f |parent)

(35)

where parent is the parent node of node ci , T represents the tree rooted at parent node, SubT ci is a sub-tree located underneath tree T , and P r(SubT ci |T )
is a weight factor assigned to node ci which is equal to the proportion of
the size of node ci over the size of its parent node. The idea of the uniqueness criterion is that if a feature is unique in one node, it is the only source
that can be propagated to the parent feature space. By regarding the parent
category C as a whole domain C = {ci , csiblings }, the U (f, ci ) can be shown
equivalent to
U (f, ci ) =

P r(ci )P r(f |ci )
P r(ci |C)P r(f |ci )
=
= P r(ci |f )
P r(f |C)
P r(f )

(36)

From the above equation, it can be noticed that the uniqueness criterion
U (f, ci ) is comparable to the mutual information MI(f, ci ) (16); the main
diﬀerence is that the uniqueness criterion removes the factor P r(ci ) at the
denominator of MI(f, ci ). Since [82] only selected features whose uniqueness
score is 1 for a category ci , the P r(ci |f ) alone contains enough information
to be a criterion for their feature selection.
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Evaluations of Feature Selection Techniques
While many feature selection techniques have been proposed, thorough evaluations have rarely carried out for classiﬁcation in a large feature space. The
most impressive work on evaluating some feature selection techniques can be
found in [113] and [73, 74]. To assess the eﬀectiveness of feature selection
techniques, two classiﬁers, a k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) classiﬁer and a Linear
Least Squares Fit mapping (LLSF) classiﬁer (described Sect. 4), were employed in [113]. The classiﬁers learned over two text collections, the Reuters
collection and the OHSUMED collection.
Reference [113] found Information Gain and χ2 statistics most eﬀective
in their experiments compared to Document Frequency, Mutual Information,
and Term Strength, which is omitted in this chapter. Using Information Gain
with a kNN classiﬁer on the Reuters collection not only achieved up to 98%
reduction of feature space but also yielded improvements in classiﬁcation accuracy. They found strong correlation between Document Frequency, Information Gain, and χ2 statistics. This suggests that Document Frequency, the
simplest method with the lowest cost in computation, can be reliably used
instead of Information Gain and χ2 statistics when the computations of the
later criterions are too expensive [113]. In contrast, Term Strength was not
competitive at high percentage of feature reduction. Mutual Information had
relatively poor performance due to its use of feature presence only and its
bias toward favoring rare features. However, the eﬀect of favoring rare features can be compensated by ﬁrst removing those rare features and Mutual
Information showed no signiﬁcant performance diﬀerence among other feature
selection techniques in [92].
Reference [73, 74] showed that the best performing feature selection methods were Odds Ratio among eleven feature selection methods tested. They
employed a Naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer for learning over web pages derived from
Yahoo directory. The next group of methods that achieve good results favors
common features (e.g. Cross Entropy). Mutual Information diﬀers from Cross
Entropy only in favoring rare features and achieved worse results than Cross
Entropy. The worst feature selection method was Information Gain, which on
the other hand achieved the best performance in experiments by [113].
The diﬀerences in evaluation results reﬂect the diﬀerences in classiﬁcation algorithms and test domain used. We can observe that Information Gain
makes use of feature presence and feature absence while Odds Ratio, Cross
Entropy and Mutual Information only consider information of feature presence. In experiments by [73, 74], the data collection from Yahoo directory
has unbalanced class distribution and highly unbalanced feature distribution.
They observed that the prior probability of a feature in a web page, P r(f ), is
rather small. Most of the features selected by Information Gain are features
having high absent feature value P r(f¯). If P r(f¯) is much larger than P r(f ),
the high value of Information Gain in most cases means that the second part
k
¯
i |f )
of the Information Gain formula (28) is high.
P r(f¯) i=1 P r(ci |f¯) log P r(c
ci
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In other words, knowing that feature f does not occur in a web page brings
useful information about the category of the web page. The problem is that
a classiﬁcation relied mostly on the absence of features is usually more difﬁcult and requires larger feature space than a classiﬁcation relied on feature
presence [73, 74]. In contrast, Odds Ratio (22) favors features from positive
examples (high P r(f |ci )). Thus, Odds Ratio outperformed all other feature
selection techniques in [73, 74]. Another reason for the diﬀerences of evaluation results is that the classiﬁcation algorithm used by [73, 74] is a Naı̈ve
Bayes classiﬁer, which considers only features that occur in training examples. This means that the selected features should be the features that will
probably occur in new web pages to be classiﬁed [73, 74].
The common conclusions made by [113] and [73, 74] include the followings. When choosing a feature selection method, both classiﬁcation algorithm
and data domain should be taken into considerations. A rather small feature subset should be used since it gives either better or as good results as
large feature space. A simple frequency count of features, such as document
frequency, achieves very good results. Feature selection methods favoring frequent features achieve better results than methods favoring rare features. This
indicates that frequent features are informative for classiﬁcation.
One limitation of using feature selection techniques as described in this
subsection is the inability to consider co-occurrence of features. Two or more
features individually may not be useful, but when combined may become
highly eﬀective. This limitation is addressed by using feature extraction.
3.2 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction synthesizes a set of new features from the set of original
features where the number of new features is much smaller than the number
of original features. The rationale for using synthetic, rather than naturally
occurring, features is that the original features may not form an optimal dimension for web page representation [97]. Methods for feature extraction aim
at creating artiﬁcial features that do not suﬀer the problems of polysemy,
homonymy, and synonymy present in the original features. Several approaches
have been reported and successfully tested [96, 105, 108]. In the following, we
describe two approaches: latent semantic indexing and word clustering.
Latent Semantic Indexing
Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is based on the assumption that there is an underlying or latent semantic structure in the pattern of features used across the
web page corpus and some statistical techniques can be used to estimate the
structure [9, 26, 96, 105, 108]. LSI uses singular value decomposition (SVD),
which is a technique related to eigenvector decomposition and factor analysis.
The main idea in latent semantic indexing (see also [9]) is to explicitly
model the interrelationships among features by using SVD and to exploit this
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to improve classiﬁcation. The process begins by constructing a M features by
N documents matrix called A, where each entry represents the weight of a
feature in a document, i.e.,
(37)
A = (aij )
where, aij is the weight of feature i (1 ≤ i ≤ M ) in document j (1 ≤ j ≤ N ).
Since not every feature normally appears in every document, the matrix A is
usually sparse. The singular value decomposition (SVD) of matrix A is given
by:

T
AM ×N = UM ×R
VR×N
(38)
R×R

where R is the rank of A (R ≤ min(M, N )); U and V have orthogonal
unitlength columns (U T U = I; V T V = I); and Σ is the diagonal matrix
of singular values of A (Σ = diag(σ1 , . . . , σR )) which are the nonnegative
square roots of the eigenvalues of AAT . Table 3 outlines the deﬁnition of the
terms.
Table 3. Interpretation of SVD components within LSI
A
U
Σ
V

= matrix of M features × N documents
= feature vectors
= singular values
= document vectors

M = number of features
N = number of documents
R = rank of A
k = number of factors
(k highest singular values)

If the singular values in Σ are ordered by size, the k largest may be kept
and the remaining smaller ones set to zero, i.e. Σ = diag(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σk , . . . ,
σR ), where σi > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and σi = 0 for i > k. The product of the
resulting matrices is a matrix Ak which is an approximation to A with rank
k, i.e.

Ak = Uk
VkT
(39)
k

where k $ M, Σk is obtained by deleting the zero rows and columns of Σ,
and Uk and Vk are obtained by deleting the corresponding rows and columns
of U and V (showed in Fig. 4).
The resulting Ak captures most of the underlying structure in the association of features and documents in A. The three matrices Uk , Σk , and
Vk reﬂect a breakdown of the original feature-document relationships into
linearly-independent vectors or factors. The use of k factors or k-largest singular triplets is equivalent to approximate the original matrix. In addition, a
new document d can be represented as a vector in k-dimensional space as:
d˜ = dT Uk

−1
k

(40)
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Fig. 4. Graphical interpretation of the matrix Ak

where dT Uk reﬂects the sum of k-dimensional feature vectors and Σk−1 weights
the separate dimensions [9, 40].
It is diﬃcult to interpret the new smaller k-dimensional space although it is
assumed to work well in bringing out the latent semantic structure of featuredocument matrix. An example provided in [9] may help us understand the new
space: consider the words car, automobile, driver and elephant. The words car
and automobile are synonyms, driver is a related concept and elephant is
unrelated. The words car and automobile will occur with many of the same
words, such as motor, model, vehicle, chassis, and engine. Thus, they will have
similar representations in the k-dimensional space. The context for driver will
overlap to a lesser extent, and those for elephant will be quite dissimilar. This
relates to the fact that features which occur in similar documents will be near
each other in the k-dimensional space even if these features do not co-occur in
the same documents. This farther means that two documents may be similar
even if they do not share same keywords.
Word Clustering
Word clustering aims at grouping words or phrases into clusters based on
their semantic relatedness. The resulting clusters or their centroids are then
used in place of the original groups of words or phases [97]. A word clustering
method can also be interpreted as a method for converting the original representation of a document into a new representation that has a much smaller
dimensionality than the original one.
One example of this approach is the work by [63], who view semantic
relatedness between words in terms of their co-occurrence and co-absence
within training documents. By using the criteria in the context of a hierarchical clustering algorithm, they witnessed only a marginal improvement,
which may not by conclusive due to the small size of their experiments. Other
works [5, 28, 100], such as distributional clustering of words, has achieved improvements over feature selection methods in terms of classiﬁcation accuracy,
especially at lower number of features. Additional related research could be
found in [7, 23, 28, 31, 34, 44, 51, 66, 87, 99, 106, 116].
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4 Web Page Classiﬁers
After features of training web pages have been selected to form concise representations of the web pages, various machine learning methods and classiﬁcation algorithms can be applied to induce the classiﬁcation function f  as
deﬁned in Sect. 1.2 or to induce representations for categories from the representations of training web pages. When a new web page is to be classiﬁed,
the classiﬁers use the learned function to assign the web page to categories.
In what follows we discuss the state of the art classiﬁers in terms of web
page classiﬁcation. We partition classiﬁers appeared in literature into proﬁle,
rule learning, direct example, and parameter based classiﬁers, where the ﬁrst
three are called non-parametric approaches and the last one is called parametric approach [31, 58]. Here ﬁrst the deﬁnitions and some general notations are
given. A web page is usually represented by a vector di = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wM },
where each wi is the weight of a feature of the web page and M is the size of
feature space. Predeﬁned categories are denoted by a set C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cK },
where each ci is a category label and there are K categories. Training examples
consists of N web pages represented by vectors d1 , d2 , . . . dN , which are tagged
with true category labels y1 , y2 , . . . yN , respectively. Let Nj be the number of
training web pages for which the true category label is cj . In general, the
classiﬁcation process consists of a training phase and a testing phase: during
the training phase, training examples are used to train the classiﬁers; during
the testing phase, the classiﬁers are applied to classify web pages. Some rule
learning classiﬁers also consist of a validation phase for optimizing the rules.
4.1 Proﬁle Based Classiﬁers
For proﬁle based classiﬁers, a proﬁle (or a representation) for each category
is extracted from a set of training web pages that has been predeﬁned as examples of the category. After training all categories, the classiﬁers are used
to classify new web pages. When a new web page is to be classiﬁed, it is
ﬁrst represented in the form of a feature vector. The feature vector is compared and scored with proﬁles of all the categories. In general, the new web
page may be assigned to more than one category by thresholding on those
webpage-category scores and the thresholding methods used can inﬂuence the
classiﬁcation results signiﬁcantly [114]. In the case where a web page has one
and only one category, the new web page is assigned to the category that
has the highest resulting score. Examples of classiﬁers using this approach are
Rocchio classiﬁer, Support Vector Machine, Neural Network classiﬁer, and
Linear Least Square Fit classiﬁer, each of which is reviewed in the followings.
Rocchio Classiﬁer
Rocchio algorithm is a classic algorithm for document routing and ﬁltering in
information retrieval [14, 43, 91]. Rocchio algorithm employs TFIDF feature
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weighting method to create a feature vector for each document. Learning (or
→
training) is achieved by combining feature vectors into a prototype vector cj
for each class cj . The normalized feature vectors of the positive examples for
class cj and those of the negative examples are ﬁrst summed up. Then, the
→
prototype vector cj is calculated as a weighted diﬀerence as:
→

cj = α

→

1  d
1
→ − β
|cj | → d
|C − cj | →

d∈cj

→

d

(41)

→

d∈C−cj

d

where α and β are parameters that adjust the relative impact of positive→and
negative training examples, |cj | is the number of elements in set cj and ||d|| is
→
the length of vector d [45]. The resulting set of prototype vectors, one vector
for each class, represents the learned model.
Using cosine as a similarity metric and letting α = β = 1, Rocchio shows
that each prototype vector maximizes the mean similarity of the positive
training examples minus the mean similarity of the negative training examples
[45], i.e.

1
1 
→ →
→ →
cos( cj , d) −
cos( cj , d)
(42)
|cj | →
|C − cj | →
d∈cj

d∈C−cj

→

After obtaining a prototype vector cj for each of the predeﬁned categories
C, the classiﬁer is then used to classify a new document d . To classify doc→
→
ument d the cosine similarity measures of each prototype vectors cj with d
→
are calculated. The document d is assigned to the class with which d has the
highest cosine metric:
→

cj
d
H(d ) = arg max(cos( cj , d )) = arg max → · →
cj ∈C
cj ∈C  cj  d 


→

→

→



(43)

where arg max f (x) returns the argument x for which f (x) is maximum and
H(d ) is the category to which the algorithm assigns document d [45].
Note that the cosine similarity measure is nonlinear. However, this model
can be recast as linear classiﬁcation by incorporating its length normalization
into each of the elements of its weight vector:
→

→

cj ←

cj
 cj 
→

→

d

→

and d ←

→

d 

(44)

Thus H(d ) is transformed to be:
→

H(d ) = arg max cj · d
→

cj ∈C

(45)

Previous work using the Rocchio algorithm in text classiﬁcation could be
found in [22, 61, 62, 86, 109]. More interesting, [45] proposed a probabilistic
analysis of the Rocchio algorithm, which he called PrTFIDF classiﬁer and
showed improvement compared to the original Rocchio algorithm.
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Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have shown to yield good performance on
a wide variety of classiﬁcation problems, most recently on text classiﬁcation
[27, 33, 46, 62, 80, 103, 112]. They are based on Structural Risk Minimization
principle from computational learning theory [24, 104]. The idea of structural
risk minimization is to ﬁnd a hypothesis h which is deﬁned as the decision
function with maximal margin between the vectors of positive examples and
the vectors of negative examples [105], see Fig. 5. It was shown that if the
training set is separated without errors by h, the expectation value of the
probability of committing an error on a test example is bounded by a very
small number, i.e. 0.03 [24].

maximum margin

support vectors
Fig. 5. Linear support vector machine. This ﬁgure shows an example of a simple
two-dimensional problem that is linearly separable. The diamonds in the ﬁgure represent positive examples and the circles represent negative examples. SVM ﬁnds the
hyperplane h (denoted by the solid line), which separates the positive and negative
training examples with a maximum margin that is the distance between the two
parallel dashed lines. The examples closest to the hyperplane are called Support
Vectors (indicated in the ﬁgure with arrows). In other words, SVM ﬁnds h that
maximizes distances to Support Vectors [104]

In its simplest linear form, an SVM is a hyperplane that separates a set of
positive examples from a set of negative examples with a maximum margin
(see Fig. 5). Let D = {(yi , di )} denote the training set, and yi ∈ {+1, −1}
→
be the classiﬁcation of a document vector di , where +1 indicates a positive
example and −1 indicates a negative example of a given category. SVM learns
linear threshold functions [46] of the type:

→
→
→
→
+1, if w · d + b > 0
→
(49)
h(d) = sign(w · d + b) =
−1, otherwise
→

→

→

where h(d) represents a hypotheses given d, and w represents a weight vector,
while b is a scalar to be deﬁned in (54). Finding the hyperplane having the
maximum margin can be translated into the following optimization problem
[104]:
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Minimizes : w
so that:

→

(50)

→

∀i : yi [w · di + b] ≥ 1
→
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(51)
→

where ||w|| denotes the Enclidean length of a weight vector w. The constraint
expressed in (51) requires that all training examples are classiﬁed correctly. In
order to solve the above optimization problem, Lagrange multipliers are used
to translate the problem into an equivalent quadratic optimization problem
[46, 104]:
N
N

→
→
1 
αi +
αi αj yi yj di · dj
(52)
Minimize : −
2
i=1
i,j=1
so that:

N


αi yi = 0 and ∀i : αi ≥ 0

(53)

i=1

For this quadratic optimization problem, eﬃcient algorithms can be used
to ﬁnd the global optimum [80]. The result of the optimization process is a
set of coeﬃcients αi∗ for which (52) is minimized [46]. These coeﬃcients can
be used to construct the hyperplane as follows:
N


→
→
→
1 → →
→
→
∗ →
w·d =
αi yi di · d and b = (w · d+ + w · d− )
(54)
2
i=1
From the above equation [46], we can see that the resulting weight vector,
→
w, is constructed as a linear combination of the training examples. Only the
training vectors, for which the coeﬃcient αi is greater than zero, contribute
the combination. These vectors are called Support
Vectors, as shown in Fig. 5.
→
d
from
positive examples and one
To
calculate
b,
an
arbitrary
support
vector
+
→
d− from negative examples are used [46].
Once the weight vector for each of the given →
categories is obtained, a new
→
→
document d can be classiﬁed by computing w · d + b in (49), where w is the
→
learned weight vector of a given category, and d is the vector representing
the new document. If the value is larger than 0, then the new document is
assigned to this category.
Neural Network Classiﬁer
Neural network (NNet) approaches to text classiﬁcation were evaluated by
many researchers, such as [27, 52, 76, 96, 105]. Reference [105] employed a
perceptron approach (without a hidden layer) and a three-layered neural network (with a hidden layer), while [76] evaluated only perceptrons. Since neural
networks are among the top ranking classiﬁers [62, 109], Perceptrons and Least
Mean Square rules will be brieﬂy described in terms of web page classiﬁcation.
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Perceptrons
For web page classiﬁcation, a perceptron is used for a given category. It takes
a feature vector representing a web page as input, calculates a linear combination of the features of the input vector, then outputs a +1 if the result
is greater than a threshold (that is automatically learned during the training
process) or −1 otherwise, which indicates whether the web page belongs to
the category or not, respectively. For illustration (see also [70]), we write a
perceptron function as
M


→
→
→
wi di + b
(55)
o(d) = sgn(w · d + b) = sgn
i=1
→

→

where w = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wM ) is an M -dimensional weight vector and d =
(f1 , f2 , . . . , fM ) is an M -dimensional input vector representing a web page,
in which each element fi is the ith feature value, b is a threshold, and the
function sgn is deﬁned as

+1, if y > 0
sgn(y) =
(56)
−1, otherwise
→

→

To simplify notation, we transform the vectors w and d to be M + 1
dimensional vectors by adding w0 = b and f0 = 1. This allows us to rewrite
the above (55) and (56) as

→
→
→
+1, if w · d > 0
→
sgn(w · d) =
(57)
−1, otherwise
We can view the perceptron as a hyperplane decision surface in an M + 1dimensional space [70]. The perceptron outputs +1’s for all positive examples
on one side of the hyperplane and outputs −1’s for negative→ examples on the
→
other side. The equation for this decision hyperplane is w · d = 0. Sets of web
pages that can be separated by the hyperplane are called linearly separable.
We can also notice that the hyperplane produced by the perceptron does not
require the maximum margin between the vectors of the two classes which is
required by the SVM.
When training a perceptron, the weights w1 , w2 , . . . , wM for the perceptron
are adjusted based on the training examples. The learning process begins
with a setup of random weights, then iteratively applies the perceptron to
each training example, and modiﬁes the weights whenever the perceptron
misclassiﬁes an example. The weights are modiﬁed at each step according to
a training rule, which revises the weights wi in associated with the inputs fi
according to the following learning rule:
wi ← wi + η(yi − oi )fi

(58)
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where η is the learning rate, yi is the actual class label (+1 or −1), oi is
the output generated by the perceptron [70]. This learning process iterates
through the training examples as many times as needed until the perceptron
classiﬁes most training examples correctly as a result of converging toward
a set of weights. The learned weight vector is then used to classify new web
pages.
Least Mean Square Rule
Least Mean Square (LMS) training rule, also known as Widrow-Hoﬀ rule, was
employed and showed good performance for text classiﬁcation [61, 109]. Although the perceptron rule ﬁnds a successful weight vector when the training
examples are linearly separable, it may fail to converge if the examples are not
linearly separable. LMS training rule is designed to overcome this diﬃculty.
LMS training rule is best understood by considering the task of training a
perceptron without the threshold (see also [70]); that is, a linear unit (without
threshold) for which the output o is given by
→

→

→

o(d) = w · d

(59)
→

The basic principle under LMS rule is to minimize the error function Ei (w)
deﬁned for each individual training example di :
→

Ei (w) =

1
(yi − oi )2
2

(60)
→

The negative of the gradient of E with respect to the weight vector w
gives the direction of steepest decrease [70]. Thus the weight update rule for
incremental gradient descent is:
→

∆wi = −η

∂E
= η(yi − oi ) · fi
∂wi

(61)

It can be seen that the expression of LMS rule appears to be identical with
the perceptron weight update rule (58). These two training rules are diﬀerent
in →terms of→that for LMS rule the output o refers to the linear unit output
→
o(d) = w · d whereas for perceptron rule the output o refers to the threshold
→
→
→
output o(d) = sgn(w · d). Similar to a perceptron, the learned weight vectors
can then be used to classify new web pages.
Linear Least Squares Fit Classiﬁer
Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF) is a successful classiﬁer for document classiﬁcation [62, 108, 109, 111, 112, 119]. It is associated with a linear regression
model [110, 111]. The training data are represented using two matrices D and
C, where D is a document matrix and C is a category matrix. An element
of matrix D is the weight of a feature in a corresponding document, and an
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element of matrix C is the weight (+1 or −1) of a category in a corresponding
document, where +1 indicates belonging to the category and −1 for not belonging to the category. The LLSF problem is deﬁned as ﬁnding a matrix W
that minimizes the squared error of the Frobenius matrix norm of W D − C
[108]; in other words, the objective is to ﬁnd W that minimizes the squared
error in the mapping from training documents to their categories. The solution of W is then→ used to transform an arbitrary document,→ represented by
→
→
a feature vector d, to a category vector c by computing W d = c [110]. The
→
are interpreted as the relevance scores of categories with
elements of vector c →
respect to document d. By sorting the scores, the most relevant categories are
obtained, which are the output of the LLSF mapping [110].
A conventional method for solving a LLSF problem employs a Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) of the input matrix D as a part of the computation [40, 110]. Compute an SVD of D, yielding D = USVT (see Sect.
3.2). Then compute the mapping function W = CVS−1 U T [110]. Because of
the high time complexity of computing SVD, dimensionality of the document
vectors must be reduced before LLSF is employed.
It is worth noting that the linear classiﬁers (such as Perceptrons, LMS
rule, LLSF, and SVM) do not explicitly construct feature combinations but
use the context implicitly [110, 111]. For instance, the classiﬁcation function
in LLSF is sensitive to weighted linear combinations of features that co-occur
in training examples [109]. This is a fundamental diﬀerence from the classiﬁcation methods based on the assumption of feature independence, such as
Naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer (see Sect. 4.4).
4.2 Rule Learning Based Classiﬁers
The one of the most expressive and human readable representations for learned
hypotheses is sets of if-then rules. The most important property of rule induction algorithms is that they allow the interrelationships of features to inﬂuence
the outcome of the classiﬁcation, whereas some other classiﬁcation schemes,
e.g. Naı̈ve Bayes, assume the features as independent components. Hence, rule
learning based classiﬁers are context sensitive classiﬁers [3, 22].
In general, for rule learning based classiﬁers, the training web pages for a
category are used to induce a set of rules for describing the category. A web
page to be classiﬁed is used to match the conditions of the rules. The matched
rules predict the class for the web page based on the consequents of the rules.
In this section we discuss three successful representatives of the rule learning
based classiﬁers: Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) rule, Association rule, and
Decision tree. Each of them uses a diﬀerent rule induction algorithm but they
are theoretically equivalent because each learned model is a disjunction of
conjunction rules.
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Disjunctive Normal Form Rule
An example of a classiﬁer using Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) rules is
RIPPER [21, 22], which performs quite well for document classiﬁcation [109].
DNF classiﬁers can be interpreted as learning a disjunction of contexts, each
of which deﬁnes a conjunction of simple features. For instance, the context of
a feature f1 in document di is a conjunction of the form:
f1 and f2 and f3 . . . and fk

(62)

where fj ∈ di for j = 1 to k. This means that the context of feature f1 consists
of a number of other feature f2 , f3 , . . . fk that must co-occur with f1 . These
features may occur in any order and in any location in the document. The
classiﬁer constructed by RIPPER is a set of rules that can be interpreted as
a disjunction of conjunctions. For instance,
Document di belongs to category “Louisiana” IF AND ONLY IF
(“Louisiana” appears in di AND “Cajun” appears in di ) OR (“New
Orleans” appears in di AND “French Quarter ” appeared in di )
The classiﬁcation of new documents is based on the learned rules that test
for the simultaneous presence or absence of features. The rule learning process
consists of two main stages. The ﬁrst stage is a greedy process that constructs
an initial rule set. The second stage is an optimization process that attempts
to further improve the compactness and accuracy of the rule set. These two
main stages are brieﬂy discussed as follows.
The ﬁrst stage is based on a variant of the rule learning algorithm called
incremental reduced error pruning (IREP) [37]. To construct a rule (see also
[22]), the uncovered examples are randomly partitioned into two subsets, a
growing set containing two-third of the examples and a pruning set containing
the remaining one-third. The algorithm will ﬁrst grow a rule by repeatedly
adding conditions and then prune the rule. In the procedure of growing a rule,
at each step i, a single condition is added to the rule ri , producing a more
specialized rule ri+1 . The added condition is the one that yields the largest
information gain [85] for ri+1 relative to ri , which is deﬁned as


+
Ti+1
T+
+
Gain(ri+1, ri ) = Ti+1 · log2 +
(63)
− − log2
Ti+1 + Ti+1
Ti+ + Ti−
where Ti+ is the number of positive examples and Ti− is the number of negative
examples in the growing set covered by rule ri [22]. The addition of new
conditions continues until the rule covers no negative examples in the growing
set or until no condition results in a positive information gain.
After growing a rule, as described in [22], the rule is then pruned or simpliﬁed. At each step, the algorithm considers deleting a condition from a rule.
It chooses a condition for deletion that maximizes the function
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f (ri ) =

+
−
− Ui+1
Ui+1

+
−
Ui+1
+ Ui+1

(64)

+
−
is the number of positive examples and Ui+1
is the number negawhere Ui+1
tive examples in the pruning set covered by the pruned rule [85]. After pruning
conditions, the rule is added into the initial rule set and the examples covered
by the condition are removed.
The second stage by RIPPER is an optimization procedure in which it
optimizes each rule in the current rule set in order to avoid the over ﬁtting
problem. For each rule r, two additional rules are constructed: a revised rule r
and a new replacement rule r . The revised rule r is constructed by greedily
adding literals to r. The resulting r is then pruned to minimize error of
the current rule set. The new replacement rule r is constructed from an
empty rule by growing. After growing, r is also pruned to minimize error of
the current rule set. The ﬁnal step is to select r, r or r . This selection is
based on minimum description length principle. The rule that has the smallest
description length and has no less descriptive power than the other rules is
selected [22].
After the optimization, the current rule set may not cover all positive
examples. For uncovered positive examples, additional rules are constructed
and added to cover them. The optimization step is then repeated, occasionally
resulting in further improvements in the current rule set. Previous experiments
show that two rounds of the optimization are usually suﬃcient [22].

Association Rule
An example of a classiﬁer that uses association rules is proposed by [118], who
applied association rule mining in building a document categorization system.
Association rules mining [2, 42] is a data mining task aiming at discovering
relationships between items in a dataset. This approach has the advantage
of fast training and has the performance comparable to most well known
document classiﬁers.
For document classiﬁcation, as described in [118], a set of rules can be used
to encode each category. A rule is represented in “F => c” formal, where F
is a conjunction (such as f1 ∧ f2 ∧ f3 ) of features extracted from a set of
training documents, which are taken from the same category c. Once a set of
rules is discovered for each category, the rule set can be used to classiﬁer new
documents.
The process for discovering a set of rules for category c begins by counting
the number of occurrences (or frequency) of each feature in the set D of training documents for the category. It then selects features that have concurrent
frequency larger than a threshold called support. The selected features are
paired to form 2-item features. Then, the process counts frequency of each
of the 2-item features, and selects the 2-item features that have concurrent
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frequency larger the support threshold. The resulting 2-item features are combined with 1-item features to form 3-item features, and so on. This process is
repeated until k-item features are selected, where k is a predeﬁned number.
The set of k-item features are transformed to a set of rules, each of which is in
form of (f1 ∧f2 ∧. . . fk ) ⇒ c. Only some of the rules are used for classiﬁcation.
These rules are selected based on a conﬁdence criterion. The conﬁdent of a
rule (f1 ∧ f2 ∧ . . . fk ) ⇒ c can be deﬁned here as the proportion of documents
which belong to category c over those documents each of which contains features f1 and f2 and . . . fk . A threshold of 70% for the conﬁdence criterion
was used in [118].
Decision Tree
Classiﬁers using decision tree are considered as rule learning based classiﬁers
since a decision tree can be converted into a disjunction of conjunction rules
(same as DNF). Decision trees have been employed for document classiﬁcations [27, 35, 60, 75, 108]. However, this approach contains no special mechanism to handle the large feature sets encountered in document classiﬁcation
and probably accounts for its relatively poor performance in experiments by
[60, 75, 108].
→
To classify a document d using a decision tree, the document vector d is
matched against the decision tree to determine to which category the document d belongs [1, 12, 70, 83, 84]. The decision tree is constructed from
training documents. A popular approach is CART algorithm [12].
CART approach, as described in [1], constructs a binary decision tree
(e.g. Fig. 6) from a set of training documents that are represented as feature

computer
>0.3

<=0.3
intelligent
<=0.45
Rulebased

database
>0.45

Neural
network

<=0.5

Relational
DB

>0.5

OODB

Fig. 6. A decision tree. Each node, except the leaf nodes, in the tree represents a
feature, each branch descending from the node corresponds to one of the possible
feature values (e.g. the TFIDF value of a term), and each leaf node is a class label. A
new test document is classiﬁed by traversing it through the tree to the appropriate
leaf node, and then returned the category associated with the leaf node
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vectors. At each step, a feature is selected from the set of feature vectors and
is used to split the set of feature vectors into two subsets. A measure called
diversity is used to determine which feature to select. The best selection is
done by maximizing:
diversity(bef ore split)−[diversity(lef t child)+diversity(right child) (65)
One of the commonly used diversity measures is entropy (see (26)) and
another one is Gini Entropy (GE) which is used in CART. The Gini Entropy
of a node t is deﬁned as
GE(t) = 1 −

K


P r(cj |t)

(66)

j=1

where K is number of categories, and P r(cj |t) is the probability of a training
example being in class cj that falls into node t. P r(cj |t) can be estimated by
P r(cj |t) =

Nj (t)
N (t)

(67)

where Nj (t) is the number of training examples of class cj at node t and N (t)
is the total number of training examples at node t.
To select a feature for a node (e.g. Fig. 6), each feature in all training
feature vectors is evaluated using (65) and (66). The feature resulting in the
maximum value in (65) is selected and used to split the set of training feature
vectors. This process is repeated until no training feature vectors can be partitioned any further. Each training feature vector can then be used to traverse
the resulting binary tree from root to a leaf node. The resulting leaf node is
assigned a category label of the training feature vector.
After building the initial binary tree using the above algorithm, the resulting tree usually overﬁts the training documents and is not eﬀective for classifying new documents. Thus, the initial tree is pruned to remove the branches
that provide the least additional predictive power per leaf. The result of each
pruning is a new tree. The ﬁnal task is to select a tree that will best classify
new documents. For this purpose, a new set of labeled documents are used as
the validation set of documents. Each of the candidate trees is used to classify
the validation set. The tree that has the highest accuracy is selected as the
ﬁnal tree.
Another well known decision tree algorithm is C4.5 [84]. It diﬀers from
CART in that it produces tree with varying numbers of branches per node
while CART produces a binary tree. It also uses a diﬀerent approach to prune
the tree by converting the learned tree into an equivalent set of rules, which are
the result of creating one rule for each path from the root to a leaf node. Each
feature along the path becomes a condition while the category label at the
leaf node becomes the consequent. For instance, the leftmost path of the tree
in Fig. 6 is translated into the rule: IF (computer <=0.3) and (intelligent
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<=0.45)THEN class label is “Rule-based”. Next, each such rule is pruned
by removing any condition, whose removal does not worsen the estimated
accuracy (see also [70]).
4.3 Direct Example Based Classiﬁers
For a direct example based classiﬁer, a web page to be classiﬁed is used as
a query directly against a set of examples that identify categories. The web
page is assigned to the category whose set of examples has the highest similarity with the web page. These classiﬁers are called lazy learning systems.
K-nearest-neighbors classiﬁer is a representative.
K-Nearest-Neighbors Classiﬁer
In contrast to “eager learning” classiﬁers (e.g. Rocchio classiﬁer) that have
an explicit training phase before classify new documents, K-nearest-neighbors
(KNN) [30, 70] is a lazy learning method that delays the learning process
until a new document must be classiﬁed. KNN classiﬁer has been successfully
applied for document classiﬁcation [62, 67, 107, 109, 111, 112].
KNN classiﬁer compares a new document directly with the given training documents. It uses cosine metric to compute the similarity between two
document vectors. It ranks, in a descend order, the training documents based
on their similarities with the new document. The top k training documents
are k-nearest neighbors of the new document and the k-nearest neighbors are
used to predict the categories of the new document. Reference [109] showed
that the performance of kNN is relatively stable for a large range of k, and
k = 30, 45 or 65 were tested in their experiments.
The similarity score of each neighbor document is used as a weight for
the associated category. To classify a new document, the likelihood score of a
category can be calculated as [112]

→
→ →
→
sim(d , di )y(di , cj ) − bj
(68)
y(d , cj ) =
→

di ∈KN N
→

→

→

where di is one of k-nearest neighbors of the new document d , y(di , cj ) ∈
→
{0, 1}, is the classiﬁcation for the neighbor di with respect to category cj
→ →
(y = 1 for yes; and y = 0 for no), and sim(d , di ) is the similarity (e.g. cosine
similarity) between the new document d and its neighbor di , and bj is the
category speciﬁc threshold. The category speciﬁc threshold bj is automatically
learned by using a validation set of documents. That is, KNN algorithm learns
the optimal threshold bj for category cj in that it yields the best performance
on the validation documents [112]. The new document is assigned to those
categories having likelihood scores larger than a predeﬁned threshold.
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4.4 Parameter Based Classiﬁers
For parameter based classiﬁers, training examples are used to estimate parameters of a probability distribution. Probabilistic Naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer is an
example.
Naı̈ve Bayes Classiﬁers
The naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer, as described in [45, 70], is constructed by using
training examples to estimate the probability of each category given a new
document d , which is written as P (cj |d ):
P r(cj |d ) =

P r(cj ) · P r(d |cj )
P r(d )

(69)

The denominator in the above equation does not diﬀer between categories
and can be left out. The naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer makes an assumption of feature
independence in order to estimate P (d |cj ) as
P r(cj |d ) = P r(cj )

P r(fi |cj )

(70)

fi ∈d

where P r(cj ) is the proportion of training examples in category cj , and fi is
a feature (or term) found in document d . An estimate for P r(fi |cj ) is given
by [1, 70]:
1 + Nij
P˜r(fi |cj ) =
(71)
M
M + k=1 Nkj
where Nij is the number of times feature fi occurring within documents from
category cj , and M is the total number of features in the training set. The
category with the maximum value of P (cj |d ) is the desired category for document d . The work of the Naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer applied in text classiﬁcation
could be found in [46, 58, 59, 63, 73, 74, 109]. Because the fact that the assumption of feature independence is general not true for documents, the Naı̈ve
Bayes classiﬁer showed relatively worse performance in [109] and [63].

5 Evaluation of Web Page Classiﬁers
This section describes how to evaluate web page classiﬁers and reports experimental results. While the above section concerns more about the training
phase for building a classiﬁer, this section discusses how to evaluate a classiﬁer in the testing phase. The testing phase performs on the testing examples,
which are a part of all available examples. The other part of available examples consists of training examples used in the training phase and/or validation
examples used for optimizing the model generated from the training phase.
Criteria for performance measures are ﬁrst described in the following. Results
of experiments are then provided.
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5.1 Performance Measures
The experimental evaluation of classiﬁers tries to evaluate the eﬀectiveness
of the learned model, i.e. its capability of making the right classiﬁcation decision. The most frequently used measures of classiﬁcation eﬀectiveness are
presented as follows.
A classiﬁer can be evaluated in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and
error. Precision may be viewed as the degree of soundness of the classiﬁer,
while recall may be viewed as its degree of completeness. The precision and
recall can be estimated in terms of the contingency table for category ci on a
given test set (see Table 4) [1, 97].
Table 4. The contingency table for category ci
a:
b:
c:
d:

the
the
the
the

number
number
number
number

of
of
of
of

testing
testing
testing
testing

examples
examples
examples
examples

correctly assigned to this category
incorrectly assigned to this category
incorrectly rejected from this category
correctly rejected from this category

From the quantities in Table 4, precision and recall for a category are
deﬁned as:
a
(72)
precision =
a+b
recall =

a
a+c

(73)

Precision has similar meaning as classiﬁcation accuracy. But they are difference in that precision considers only examples assigned to the category,
while accuracy considers both assigned and rejected cases. Accuracy and error for a category are deﬁned as:
accuracy =

a+d
a+b+c+d

(74)

error =

b+c
a+b+c+d

(75)

The above deﬁnitions are applicable for each category. To obtain measures
relating to all categories, two methods may be adopted: microaveraging and
macro-averaging [1, 97, 109]:
• Micro-averaging: the performance measures are obtained by globally
summing over all individual decisions, i.e.
K
ai
(76)
precision = K i=1
i=1 (ai + bi )
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where K is the number of categories, ai is the number of testing examples
correctly assigned to category i, and bi is the number of testing examples
incorrectly assigned to category i.
• Macro-averaging: the performance measures are ﬁrst evaluated “locally”
for each category, and then “globally” by averaging over the results of the
diﬀerent categories, i.e.
K
precision =

i=1

precisioni
K

(77)

Recall, accuracy, and error for all categories can be computed similarly.
It is important to recognize that these two methods may give quite diﬀerent
results, especially if the categories are unevenly populated.
Precision or recall may be misleading when considered alone since they are
interdependent. Thus, a combined measure is considered [1, 97]. The eﬀectiveness of a classiﬁer is expressed as a function Fα in terms of both precision and
recall as follow:
1
Fα =
(78)
1
1
α · precision
+ (1 − α) · recall
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. A value of α = 0.5 is usually used, which attributes equal
importance to precision and recall and is usually referred to as F1 measure.
5.2 Experimental Settings and Results
A large number and diversity of document classiﬁers have been proposed.
Comparing the eﬀectiveness of these classiﬁers has shown to be diﬃcult. Many
of the classiﬁers were tested with diﬀerent data sets and under diﬀerent experimental settings. However, only the evaluations of diﬀerent classiﬁers under
same experimental setting and using same data set are comparable. The following ﬁrst outlines commonly used data sets and then reports attempts to
compare classiﬁers under same experimental settings.
Data Sets
For testing classiﬁers, standard text collections can be found in public domain.
Typical examples include [109, 119]:
• The Reuters-21578 corpus: The documents are newswire stories covering
the period between 1987 and 1991.
• The OHSUMED corpus: The documents are title and abstract from medical
journals.
• The Yahoo corpus: It is provided by Yahoo.com consisting of a directory of
manually organized web pages.
• The 20 Newsgroups collection: The documents are messages posted to
Usenet newsgroups, and the categories are the newsgroups themselves.
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• The Hoovers corpora of company Web pages: It contains detailed information about a large number of companies and is a reliable source of corporate
information.
• The WebKB collection: The documents are web pages that were assembled
for training an intelligent web crawler.
• The Brown text document collection: This dataset is used for genrebased
classiﬁcation.
Experimental Comparison of Classiﬁers
An evaluation of fourteen classiﬁers for the subject-based classiﬁcation was
reported in [109]. Here we cite the experimental results in [109] to show the
performance diﬀerence among classiﬁers (see Table 5). The results indicate
that kNN classiﬁer has the best performance. Among the top classiﬁers are
LLSF, NNet, and WH. The next group is the rule induction algorithms, such
as SWAP-1, RIPPER and CHARADE, showing a similar performance. Rocchio and Naı̈ve Bayes had relatively worse performance.
Reference [112] re-examined ﬁve document classiﬁers, SVM, kNN, NNet,
LLSF and Naı̈ve Bayes and focused on the robustness of these classiﬁers in
dealing with a skewed category distribution. The experimental results showed
that SVM, kNN, and LLSF signiﬁcantly outperformed NNet and Naı̈ve Bayes
when the number of positive training examples per category is less than ten.
Reference [112] evaluated eight classiﬁers, including SVM, linear regression
(LLSF), logistic regression (LR), NNet, Rocchio, Prototypes, kNN, and Naı̈ve
Bayes. They used a loss function to analyze the optimization criterion of
each classiﬁer. The reason for using a loss function is that the optimization
of a classiﬁer is not only driven by the training set error but also driven
by the model complexity. The loss function of a classiﬁer Lc is deﬁned as
the training set loss + the complexity penalty. Balancing between the two
criteria has been referred as the regularization of a classiﬁer. The degree of
regularization is controlled by a parameter in the classiﬁer. They showed that
regularization made signiﬁcant improvement on the performances of LLSF and
NNet, and also showed that the performances of regularized LLSF, NNet, LR
and SVM were quite competitive. kNN was among the top classiﬁers that
include SVM, regularized LR, NNet and LLSF. Rocchio was second. Naı̈ve
Bayes and Prototype were the last.
However, no such experiments have been conducted for the genre-based
classiﬁers. Most work for genre-based classiﬁcation employed neural network,
decision tree, or rule-based learning methods [27, 35]. No such thorough evaluation of these classiﬁers in terms of genre-based classiﬁcation has been reported in the literature.
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Table 5. Test results for comparing fourteen classiﬁers [109]
Reuters
Apte
BrkEvn

Reuters
PARC
BrkEvn

OHSUMED
Full Range
F (β = 1)

OHSUMED
HD Big
F (β = 1)

Reuters
Lewis
BrkEvn

Reuters
CONS.
BrkEvn

kNN(N)
LLSF(L)

0.85*
0.85*

0.51*
–

0.56
–

0.69
–

–
–

NNets(N)
WH

–
–

0.82*
0.81*
(−1%)
0.82*
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

EG(L)

–

–

–

RIPPER(N)

0.80
(−6%)
[0.79]
0.79
(−7%)
0.78
(−8%)
0.76
(−11%)
0.75
(−12%)
0.71
(−16%)
–
0.29
(−66%)

–

–

–
0.59*
(+5%)
0.54
(−4%)
–

–
–
0.72

–
–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

0.67
–

–
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.75*

–

–

–

0.66

–

–

–

0.46
(−18%)
–

0.65

–

–
0.25
(−69%)

–
0.27
(−47%)

–
0.44
(−21%)

–
0.15

0.90*
–

DTree (N)
SWAP–1 (N)
CHARADE
(N)
EXPERTS
(N)
Rocchio (L)
NaiveBayes
(L)
CONSTRUE
WORD

L a linear method, N a non-linear model, ∗ the local optimal on a ﬁxed collection,
(x%) the performance improvement relative to kNN, [x] a F1 measure. kNN knearestneighbor algorithm, WH Widrow-Hoﬀ learning algorithm (also known as
Least Mean Square), EG Exponential Gradient algorithm, DTree decision tree
learning algorithm, SWAP-1 an rule-based learning algorithm, CHARADE an
expert system consisting of manually developed categorization rules, EXPERTS
Sleeping Experts, CONSTRUE a rule learning system, WORD a non-learning
algorithm as a baseline of the comparison.

6 Summary
Web page classiﬁcation is the assignment of web pages to one or more predeﬁned categories based on their subjects or genres. A general inductive process
automatically builds a model by learning over a set of previously classiﬁed
web pages. This model is then used to classify new web pages.
A typical web page classiﬁcation process consists of the following steps:
extracting salient features from training web pages, creating a feature vector
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for each web page, reducing dimensionality of the feature vectors, creating a
classiﬁer by learning over the training feature vectors, and then classifying
new web pages using the classiﬁer.
Web pages can be classiﬁed in terms of subjects or genres. For subjectbased classiﬁcation, the salient features of web pages are the text contents,
such as words, phases, and sentences. For genre-based classiﬁcation, the salient
features are the genre attributes, such as presentation characteristics and functional words.
Dimensionality reduction methods, including feature selections and extractions, are used to reduce the feature space of the training web pages. Feature
selection techniques are used to select subset from the original feature space
based on criterions, such as Information Gain, Cross Entropy, and Odds Ratio.
Feature extraction techniques, such as Latent Semantic Indexing and Word
Clustering, are used to transform the original large feature space into a smaller
feature space having possibly new set of features.
Numerous classiﬁers proposed and used for machine learning can be applied for web page classiﬁcation. Various classiﬁers that have been applied
and to some extent proven eﬃcient for web page classiﬁcation are described
in this chapter.
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